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Conservation concern of the franciscana

The greatest threat to the franciscanas’ survival is incidental captures in coastal gillnets throughout most of its range (Praderi et al., 1989, UNEP/CMS, 2000). Incidental captures reported from most of the areas along its distribution (e.g. Perez-Macri and Crespo, 1989; Praderi, 1997; Secchi et al., 1997; Di Beneditto et al., 1998; Kinas and Secchi, 1998; Ott, 1998; Kinas and Secchi, 1998; Bertozzi and Zerbini, 2000; Rosas, 2000) are apparently high. However, the full impact of these captures, even on a local basis, remains unclear mainly because the identity of stocks is not understood and because effort to estimate abundance has been low and limited to only one area (Secchi et al., 2001).

Because the threats to the species are likely to occur at different levels along its distribution, it is important to determine stock discreteness in order to guide conservation and management procedures on a local level. Despite some progress in understanding stock structure, the stocks upon which management should be applied still remain unknown. Parasite loads have been used to identify ecological stocks of franciscana in the southern portion of its distribution (southern Brazil, Uruguay and Argentina – see Aznar et al., 1995 and Andrade et al., 1997). Differences in the displacement loop (D-loop) region of the mtDNA between the two geographic forms of franciscana (proposed by Pinedo, 1991) were found, suggesting the existence of at least two genetic populations or management stocks (Secchi et al., 1998, Lazaro, 2000). Given the high monetary and ecological interests involved in the management of endangered species, it would seem prudent to base taxonomic decisions on broad and reliable information (Avise, 1989). Secchi (1999) emphasised that an adequate management of coastal gillnet fisheries could be reached by defining franciscana stocks using analyses of a variety of proxies and the phylogeographic concept of stock proposed by Dizon et al. (1992).

Stock characterisation for conservation purposes

In this report, we tentatively applied the stock concept of Dizon et al. to the franciscana with the aim of identifying units upon which short-term management actions (e.g. by-catch monitoring, set catch limits, monitoring of demographic trends) should take place promptly. Dizon et al., (1992) proposed a phylogeographic concept based on a hierarchical classification scheme to define stocks. Their scheme classifies populations into four categories: I - those having the highest probability of being evolutionary significant unit (ESUs) and are characterised by geographic separation and significant genetic distances; II - populations are similarly characterised by significant genetic diversity, but with weak geographic partitioning; III - populations are the converse of category II (i.e., having little genetic differentiation between assemblages that are clearly separate and likely to be reproductively isolated); IV - assemblages have the lowest probability of being evolutionarily significant units and are characterised by extensive gene flow and no division by extrinsic barriers. In addition to phylogeographic designation, the information is also used in the classification, as indicated by single-letter abbreviations: distribution (a), population response (b), phenotypic data (c), and genotypic data (d). Evidence both for and against designating a population as a separate stock are included. For example, in the designation “Type III cd/a”, information to the left of the solidus would be evidence for “lumping”, to the right would be for “splitting”. Missing letter abbreviations mean lack of reliable data (see Dizon et al., 1992 for further details).

Applying Dizon et al.’s approach:

The study case: Franciscana

Taxonomy:

Species: Pontoporia blainvillei

Intraspecific subdivision: geographic forms North and South
(Pinedo, 1991) genetic populations North and South
(Secchi et al., 1998)

Provisional Proposed Management Subdivisions:

i) Northern population: occurring to the North of Santa Catarina State, Brazil
   i.1) animals from Espírito Santo to Northern Rio de Janeiro
   i.2) animals from São Paulo to Santa Catarina

ii) Southern population: occurring to the South of Santa Catarina State
   ii.1) animals from Rio Grande do Sul (southern Brazil) and Uruguay
   ii.2) animals from Argentina

Evidence:

a) Distribution

a.1) Geographic distribution and abundance data

Information on distribution and abundance could be used as basic criteria for splitting stocks and, when additional data is lacking, disjunct populations might be considered different stock for conservative management purposes

* Information presented in this section was based mostly on a paper by Secchi, Danilewicz and Ott (in press) and is not to be used without previous consultation with the authors.
(Dizon et al., 1992). The franciscana is endemic to the western South Atlantic Ocean, ranging from Itaúnas (18°25'S - 30°42'W), Espírito Santo, Brazil (Moreira and Siciliano, 1991) to Golfo Nuevo (42°35'S - 64°48'W), Península Valdés, Argentina (Crespo et al., 1998). A hypothesis of disjunct populations has been proposed based on two gaps observed in the distribution of the northern population (Siciliano and Santos, 1994; Siciliano et al., 2000). Information on the hiatus between Regência, Espírito Santo State (19°40'S) and Atafona, northern Rio de Janeiro State (21°37'S) is incipient. However, continued effort in monitoring strandings and incidental captures confirms the second gap between Macaé, Rio de Janeiro State (22°25'S) and Ubatuba, northern São Paulo State (23°18'S). Siciliano et al.’s (2000) findings suggest the existence of two isolated populations, one in northern Espírito Santo and the other in northern Rio de Janeiro State. According to the authors, the populations are associated with the runoffs of the Doce and Paraíba do Sul rivers because of the favourable conditions for feeding and protection against natural predators. Although data on abundance exist only on a local basis (Secchi et al., 2001), empirical evidence suggests that the southern population is larger than the northern one. Captures of franciscanas are suspected, based on CPUE data, to be notoriously higher to the south (e.g. Crespo et al., 1986; Corcuera, 1994; Fraderi, 1997; Secchi et al., 1997; Ott, 1998; Secchi and Ott, 2000), than to the north of Santa Catarina (e.g. Di Beneditto et al., 1998; Di Beneditto and Ramos, 2001; Bertozzi and Zerbini, 2000). This suspicion is supported by comparing data from systematic surveys of beached animals to the south (Pinedo and Polacheck, 1999) and north (Schiemegelow, 1990; Santos, 1999) of Santa Catarina.

a.2) Contaminant loads

Castello et al., (2000) found that female franciscanas from northern Argentina had a slightly higher mean concentration of PCBs (3.35ppm; sd = 1.95) than those from Rio Grande do Sul, southern Brazil (1.69ppm; sd = 1.61) while concentrations in males were similar. However, no statistical analyses were conducted by the authors. Borrel et al., (1997) analysed 17 females from Argentinean waters and found PCB concentrations to be similar to those found by O’Shea et al., (1980) in animals caught off Uruguay. DDTs and heavy metal studies are insufficient for comparative analyses. Although PCB contamination seems to indicate no stock division between southern Brazil, Uruguay and northern Argentina, temporal and methodological differences as well as the lack of data of the present studies limit the usefulness of contamination loads for stock definition.

a.3) Parasite loads

Andrade et al., (1997) stated that the distribution pattern of franciscana’s gastrointestinal helminths was similar among individuals sampled in the Rio Grande do Sul and Uruguay. Franciscanas sampled in these areas were infected lightly by the acanthocephalan worm Polymorphus cetaceum whilst in Argentina, all the sampled franciscanas experienced high levels of infection. The frequencies of dominant parasites were also different between animals from Rio Grande do Sul and Argentina. The trematode Hadenoecus pontoporiae was present in 83% of the dolphins sampled in Rio Grande do Sul and P. cetaceum was found in 63% of the franciscana from Argentina. Aznar et al., (1995) compared the helminthfauna of franciscana between samples from Uruguay and Argentina and suggested some degree of stock segregation according to differences in dominance and infection levels by P. cetaceum, Anisakis simplex and H. pontoporiae. The studies of Aznar et al., (1994, 1995) and Andrade et al., (1997), showed that the parasite infection levels in franciscanas from Rio Grande do Sul and Uruguay were similar but considerably different from those sampled in Argentina. Some of the dominant parasites were also different between Argentina and the other areas. These findings suggest the existence of two ecologically distinct stocks: one comprising franciscanas from Rio Grande do Sul and Uruguay and the other being the animals of Argentinean waters. Because data on parasites infecting franciscana from Rio Grande do Sul (Andrade et al., 1997) are limited seasonally to spring, further studies are needed to strengthen the proposed division. Marigo et al. (2000), found significant difference in the occurrence of H. pontoporiae between the intestines of franciscanas from Paraná and São Paulo (prevalence = 68.4%, this study) and those of franciscanas from Rio Grande do Sul (prevalence = 97.7%, Andrade et al. 1997). In this context, the intestines of franciscanas from Rio de Janeiro could also indicate populational differences when compared with the population of São Paulo, Paraná and Rio Grande do Sul States. Therefore, it remains as a recommendation for further studies.

a.4) Dietary differences

Diet was more similar among individuals inhabiting adjacent areas of Rio Grande do Sul and Uruguay (see Pinedo, 1982; Pinedo et al., 1989; Ott, 1994; Bassoi, 1997) than between these two areas and Argentina (Perez et al., 1996; Perez et al., 2000; Rivero et al., 2000). The La Plata River is the only physical barrier between these supposed stocks and is probably the reason for the difference in feeding habits. Diet composition of individuals from the northern population is even more different (see Di Beneditto, 2000; Di Beneditto et al., 2000). Franciscanas from the southern population feed essentially on benthic species while franciscanas from the northern population (at least those from northern Rio de Janeiro) tend to forage on more pelagic species (see section on feeding habits in the Report of the Working Group on Biology and Ecology). These differences may reflect prey availability but also evolving behavioural adaptation to local niches.

b) Population response

Differences in reproductive timing represent an important line of evidence upon which stock structure can be based.
because of the implicit ecological or behavioural constraints that might limit gene flow between the two populations (Secchi, 1999). Southern and northern populations exhibit different reproductive strategies. According to Ramos et al., (2000), franciscanas in the northern distribution reproduce year round whilst the southern population has marked seasonal reproduction with the birth pulse spanning from approximately late austral spring to late summer (e.g. Kasuya and Brownell, 1979, Harrison et al., 1981, Pinedo et al., 1989; Corcuera, 1996, Danilewicz et al., 2000).

Although differences in deposition patterns of dentine and cementum in teeth may indicate clinal variation in water temperature, food availability and energetics, the growth layer groups (GLGs) for both the northern and southern populations seem to correspond to one annual cycle of deposition (Pinedo and Hohn, 2000, Ramos et al., 2000). Therefore, inter-populations comparisons of any age-related parameter are possible. Danilewicz et al., (2000) compared estimates on age at sexual maturity (ASM) of animals incidentally caught in gillnets in Rio Grande do Sul State with estimates from Uruguay (adapting data from Kasuya and Brownell, 1979) and from northern Argentina (Corcuera, 1996). Using the DeMaster method (DeMaster, 1978; 1984), the resulting ASM was 3.7 years (95% CI = 3.0 – 4.4) in Rio Grande do Sul, 2.8 years (95% CI = 2.5 – 3.1) in Uruguay and 4.5 years in Argentina. The ASM of females from Rio Grande do Sul was significantly higher than females from Uruguay (t = 2.3; P<0.01) but lower than those from Argentina. It should be noted that mature females only 2 years old were observed in Uruguay but not in Rio Grande do Sul. These young adult females contributed to the difference in the ASM from these two adjacent regions.

The findings of this comparative study are tentative so conclusions at the level of populations and ecosystem should be made cautiously until a more representative sample from Rio Grande do Sul and Argentina, and recent samples from Uruguay are available. Data from Uruguay were collected about 25 years ago (which corresponds to three generations for franciscana), and the reproductive biology of the animals of the region may have changed substantially. It is tempting to explain the differences in ASM between the study regions as density-dependence. However, comparative studies on the life history of exploited marine mammal populations have failed to detect evidence of density-dependence or have produced contradictory results, even when sample sizes were very large and the history of exploitation well known (Chivers and Myrick, 1993). Nevertheless, the difference in ASM between the three areas requires further comparative investigations of the reproductive biology of the franciscana between southern Brazil and Argentina and encourages the collection of recent reproductive data from Uruguay. These differences may still be considered important in supporting the option of splitting the southern population into more than one management stock.

Little information on size/age at sexual maturity is available for most of the distribution of the northern population. The size at sexual maturity in males of the northern population was estimated between 112-116cm for southern São Paulo/ northern Paraná States (Rosas, 2000) and 115cm for northern Rio de Janeiro (Ramos et al., 2000). Females from São Paulo/ Paraná attain sexual maturity at 122cm long, while the smallest sexually mature female from northern Rio de Janeiro was 130cm long. The differences could be related to distinct somatic patterns between the regions. However, the sample size presented in Rosas (2000) was very small and any conclusions must be made cautiously.

Comparisons of age at sexual maturity between the southern and northern population are limited because of the relative small sample size available for the northern population and because of methodological differences in the analyses. Individuals from the southern population seem to be much larger at sexual maturity (see Kasuya and Brownell, 1979; Danilewicz and Secchi, 2000; Danilewicz et al., 2000) than individuals from the northern population (see Ramos et al., 2000; Rosas, 2000).

c) Phenotypic data

The intra-specific variation in size, shape and colour in cetaceans may be as great as or greater than in terrestrial mammals. Analysis of morphological variation is helpful for understanding how much individuals or populations change their phenotype along time and space. It may also be useful for understanding micro-evolutionary processes within a species. Therefore, knowledge on the degree of morphological variation found along the distribution of the franciscana is an approach for determining stock structure. Based on osteological differences, Pinedo (1991) proposed two different forms of franciscana, one found to the north and the other to the south of Santa Catarina State, southern Brazil. This study showed that the animals from the north are smaller than animals from the south. The author also demonstrated that the two forms exhibited marked morphological differences that were not observed among individuals sampled from Rio Grande do Sul, Uruguay and Argentina. However, differences were observed between individuals from Argentina and those from Uruguay and Rio Grande do Sul. Some of the conclusions from Pinedo (1991), relevant to stock characterisation, include:

- no difference was observed in the measurement of the first GLG in the dentine and cementum among samples from Rio Grande do Sul and Uruguay;
- craniometrical analysis and measurements in the axial skeleton revealed the existence of two different geographic forms (a smaller form found to the north and a larger one to the south of Santa Catarina State).

Corroborating findings are presented by Ramos et al., (2000). They presented data on age and growth for individuals from the north and found asymptotic lengths (for both males and females) that were smaller than those found by Kasuya and Brownell (1979) for franciscanas from Uruguay. No differences were observed in the growth
curves among individuals from Uruguay (recalculated from age and length data supplied by T. Kasuya to E.R.S.) and from Rio Grande do Sul (Walter et al., 1998). Although this information is closely related to the work of Pinedo (1991), it may be used as a supporting criterion for better defining a stock as a management unit.

Ramos et al. (2000) presented data on growth for the northern population and found that the growth parameters for individuals from São Paulo were smaller than the values obtained for individuals from northern Rio de Janeiro. The phenotypic difference between two geographic areas could be a reflection of distinct local adaptations. In addition, the asymptotic lengths presented by Rosas (2000) for São Paulo were also smaller than those found by Ramos et al. (2000) for northern Rio de Janeiro, corroborating this evidence. Differences in the somatic pattern represent important aspects supporting the hypothesis of distinct stocks with the northern population.

Inter-population analysis on franciscana’s growth was conducted by Barreto et al. (2000). They used the Von Bertalanffy growth model to compare data on animals collected from Rio Grande do Sul with data from Paraná/São Paulo. The asymptotic lengths of individuals from Rio Grande do Sul were significantly larger than individuals from Paraná/São Paulo (p < 0.05 - maximum likelihood test).

d) Genotypic data

Four hundred and eighty six base pairs of the mtDNA (668bp of proline tRNA and 418bp control region) of 10 franciscanas from each of two geographic form proposed by Pinedo (1991) were analysed (Secchi et al., 1998). Samples from Atafona (Rio de Janeiro State) and Rio Grande (Rio Grande do Sul State) provided direct genetic evidence for at least two genetic populations. The phylogeny of the haplotypes, two fixed substitutional differences (sites 202 and 356), network of haplotype interrelationships, and analysis of molecular variance all showed that the franciscana samples were separated into two distinct lineages.

Lázaro (2000a) and Hamilton et al. (2000) provided information on mtDNA analyses for franciscanas from Uruguay and Argentina. The two studies compared their results with those published by Secchi et al. (1998) and corroborated the hypothesis of at least two genetic populations of franciscana. Although data comparisons amongst the three studies do not support further division of franciscanas from Rio Grande do Sul, Uruguay and Claromecó (Argentina), a pairwise analysis of haplotype distances between different geographic locations showed increasing differentiation in the haplotype frequencies with increasing geographic distance, following an isolation-by-distance pattern (Lázaro, 2000b; 2001). Moreover, recent analysis showed that haplotypic frequencies of samples from Claromecó were significantly different from the rest of the southern population (Lázaro, 2001). This finding supports the proposed division of the southern population into different management stocks.

Zanellato and Valsecchi (2000) presented preliminary results on the analysis of the mtDNA obtained from individuals collected in Paraná State, an intermediate region between Rio Grande and Atafona. Their results suggested that individuals from Paraná are more similar to those from Rio Grande do Sul than to those from Rio de Janeiro. The results of these studies provide direct genetic support for population distinctions that are critical for conservation. Management-decision makers should recognize at least two (potentially more) genetically distinct populations.

Classification

The crude separation of franciscana into northern and southern genetic populations is unlikely to be sufficient for effective conservation of this species. Even after a distribution-wide genetic survey is complete, information on differences in population distribution, demography, morphology, incidental mortality and as many other criteria as possible must be integrated and considered when conservation strategies are designed.

The provisionally proposed stocks could be classified according to the hierarchical approach of Dizon et al., (1992). Data on genetics, morphology and growth, suspected abundance based on CPUE data, parasite loads, feeding habits/behaviour and population response indicate that the proposed northern and southern populations should be recognised as different stocks for management purposes. According to the phylogeographic approach these stocks should be classified as: Type II-/abcd meaning that all existing data support the existence of these two management stocks.

Regarding the proposed division of the southern population into two stocks, data on genetics, morphology and growth, suspected abundance based on CPUE did not support the splitting of franciscanas from Rio Grande do Sul/Uruguay and Argentina. However, data on mtDNA haplotypic frequencies, parasites load, feeding habits/behaviour and population response suggest splitting the southern population into two smaller stocks: one including animals from Rio Grande do Sul and Uruguay; and the other including franciscanas inhabiting Argentine waters. These stocks are, therefore, classified as Type IV acl/abd suggesting that the evidence for the splitting is weaker than for the southern and northern populations. The US Southwest Fishery Service Center recommends, as an averse-to-risk strategy, to consider a population as a different stock whenever any evidence suggest distinctiveness (e.g. genetic, morphology, population parameters or ecology) (see Taylor, 1994; 1997 and Dizon et al., 1997 p.11 and for supporting arguments). Therefore, recognizing this classification for applying management action on a local basis is recommended. Even though the De La Plata estuary would be the most appropriate ecological boundary for the two stocks, for management purposes, the most pragmatic separation between the stocks is the geopolitical border between Uruguay and Argentina.
For the proposed division of the northern population into two stocks, information on distribution, size at sexual maturity, growth and genetics, suggest the splitting of the northern population into two stocks of Type II -/abcd: one occurring from Espírito Santo to Rio de Janeiro states and the other from São Paulo to Santa Catarina states.

Concluding Remarks

Small-scale management is likely to be more effective and highly relevant in countries where resources are limited by the dominating economical situation to preventing the waste of limited resources in management actions that may have little chance to be effective. This is the case for the three countries where franciscana occurs. Data presented here suggest splitting each of the southern and the northern populations into two management stocks. We propose the establishment of four Franciscana Management Areas (FMAs): FMA I, includes the coastal waters of Espírito Santo and Rio de Janeiro; FMA II, covers São Paulo to Santa Catarina states; FMA III, is comprised of the coastal waters of Rio Grande do Sul and Uruguay; and FMA IV, represents the coastal waters of Argentina (including the provinces of Buenos Aires, Rio Negro and Chubut) (see Figure 1). However, these proposed divisions are not immutable. Intraspecific populations are dynamic and therefore, the proposed classification should be flexible and subject to change as new data become available. As stated by Dizon et al. (1992), they allow preliminary and conservative splitting of assemblages where data are lacking without the risk that these divisions become biological dogmas. Moreover, this hierarchical procedure for defining stocks permits managers and decision-makers to direct limited resources to those stocks most likely in need of protection and also, it increases the chance of any management action to be effective.

Recommendations

For further improving our understanding on stock identity of franciscana, the following are recommended:

- Conduct temporally and methodologically synchronised comparative studies on parasite and contamination loads along the species range;
- Conduct genetic analyses for samples from areas between Atafona and Rio Grande and also from the northern and southern limits of the species range;
- Increase effort to estimate population parameters all along the species range;
- Reconsider the provisional stock subdivisions as new data are obtained.
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